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Disclosures
 The activity planners and speaker do not have any financial relationships
with commercial entities to disclose.
 The speaker will not discuss any off-label use or investigational product
during the program.

This slide set has been peer-reviewed to ensure
that there are no conflicts of interest represented
in the presentation.
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Learning Objectives
At the conclusion of the Webinar participants
will be able to:
 Verbalize the theory behind MI and explain
how evidence-based knowledge supports the
use of MI in working with people with HIV
(PWH).
 Describe the term inclusive language and
verbalize several examples of words that are
inclusive.
 Explain and demonstrate the four MI core
communication skills used to create
partnerships with people to prevent and
manage HIV.
 Discuss the concept of the “patient as expert”
and verbalize examples of how this concept is
supported by using the four MI core
communication skills in guiding people in
making health behavior changes to prevent
and treat HIV.
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Welcome
MI Learning Journey
 MI for all care team members
 Learning styles
 Active participation
 Developing and improving MI skills requires practice and
reflection
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Key Actions to Operationalize the EHE Initiative

Source: www.HIV.gov
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MI and the HIV Care Continuum
Reduced
Motivation

Motivation, Importance & Confidence

High
Motivation
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MI Intro: Taking a Deep Dive

Focus on learning
something new

Mentimeter polling
questions

Take down notes when
you hear something that
gets you curious about
trying something new

MI travelers
Combination of learning
strategies

Collaborative learning

Open to learning
(intentional and
unintentional learning)
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Active Learning: We remember…
10% of what we read
20% of what we hear
30% of what we see
50% of what we see and hear
70% of what we see, hear and say
90% of what we see, hear, say, and do
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Motivational Interviewing Background
 Evidence-based coaching/counseling technique
 Person-centered and built on the spirit of motivational
interviewing
 Utilizes ”change talk” to guide, support and facilitate
discussions with people about their personal health behaviors
 Utilizes core communication strategies and processes to
engage people in talking about ambivalence and
opportunities for change
 Outcomes are person-driven from a place of internal
individual motivation to create a change plan
9
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HIV and Health Behavior Change
1. HIV is preventable.
2. HIV is a chronic disease.
3. HIV chronic disease
management requires
individuals to develop and
adopt new health
behaviors that support
treatment, selfmanagement and a
commitment to personal
health.
Image accessed on 11/14/2020 at www.pixabay.com
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Motivational Interviewing
Coaching Technique
• Evidence-based
• Person-centered
• Guided approach
• Collaborative and goal-directed
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History of MI
Dr. Stephen Rollnick (UK)
Valued Miller’s guided approach
and collaborated with Miller to
publish the first edition of the book

1980s
Counseling/Coaching

Motivational Interviewing (1991)

Confrontational
Approach

Dr. Robert Miller (Norway)
Treatment of Alcohol Use
Disorder
Observation: Patients’ openness to
making changes in alcohol use was
dependent on a counselors’
communication style
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MI is an Evidence-Based Strategy to Support
HIV Treatment and Care
Youth

• Naar S. et al. (2019). Testing a Motivational Interviewing Implementation Intervention in Adolescent HIV
Clinics: Protocol for a Type 3, Hybrid Implementation-Effectiveness Trial, JMIR Res Protoc;8(6)
• Population: Youth across the HIV prevention and care cascades

Youth

• Mbuagbaw L, Ye C, & Thabane L. (2012). Motivational interviewing for improving outcomes in youth living
with HIV. Cochrane Database Syst Rev, Sep 12.
• Population: Youth with HIV (YWH) (10-24 years)

Groups who
have been
marginalized

• Lundahl BW et al (2010). A Meta-Analysis of Motivational Interviewing: Twenty-Five Years of Empirical
Studies. Research on Social Work Practice 2010 Jan 11;20(2):137-160.
• Populations: Groups that have been marginalized and underserved
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Creating a Toolkit for HIV Care Delivery

Image accessed on 10/12/21 at https://pixabay.com/vectors/toolbox-tools-hammer-wrench-304894/ &
friends-g04bbe040a_1920
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MI Coaching
Structure
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Spirit of Motivational Interviewing
Activity
Word Cloud
The spirit of MI creates
an environment that is
__________________.
Image accessed on 10/18/21 at https://pixabay.com/
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MI Spirit: Person-Centered Care
Withholding
Judgement

Inclusivity

Active
Listening

 Power hierarchies that place
healthcare team members at
the top and patients lower get
in the way of patient-centered
care.
 Team members can work with
patients to overcome power
hierarchies by making a
concerted effort to elicit
patient input.
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WHAT IS PERSONCENTERED CARE

Image accessed on 10/12/21 at https://pixabay.com
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This is Not Person-Centered Care

19

Video
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Patient-Centricity
Providers
& Care Teams
Processes

Organizations

Improved
Patient
Clinical
Outcomes
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Person-Centered Care
 Honors the patient’s right to
decide
 Involves shared decision
making
 Individualizes and
personalizes care






Respectful
Genuine
Transparent
Nonjudgmental
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Healthcare Starts with Each Patient
A patient doesn’t
care how much
you know until
they know how
much you care
(about them as
a person).
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MI Spirit
 Compassion**
 Acceptance
 Partnership
 Evocation
24
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“CAPE” is the Spirit of MI
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Focusing on Patients: Being Curious

Who is this person?
What matters most to
this person?
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Cultural Humility is
“the ability to maintain an interpersonal stance
that is other-oriented (or open to the other) in
relation to aspects of cultural identity that
are most important to the person.”

Hook, J. N., Davis, D. E., Owen, J., Worthington Jr., E. L., & Utsey, S. O. (2013). Cultural
humility: Measuring openness to culturally diverse clients. Journal of Counseling
Psychology®, pg.2
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When Cultural Humility is
NOT PRACTICED
Patients:
1. Do not show up for
appointments
2. Are poorly retained and
engaged in HIV Care
3. Have poor health outcomes
4. Have shortened life spans
28

Cultural Humility Recognizes People
as Experts in Themselves
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What Matters Most to Patients?

?

?
Active
Listening

30
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Who is this patient? How do
they feel?
Says
”I want to go to a clinic that
is not in my town.”
Thinks
“I’ll be treated different
because I have HIV.”
Reflects
”The nurse gave me a red
folder and I know that is
‘code’ for HIV-positive.”
What matters to this
person?
Stanton AL, Revenson TA, Tennen H. Health psychology: psychological adjustment to
chronic disease. Annu Rev Psychol. 2007; 58: 565-92.
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 Video
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Provide Cultural Safety
Talk About Sexual Health, HIV Testing, Treatment
 Be open to the patient as the
”expert” in sharing who they are and
what matters to them.
 Invite people to connect to HIV care
because you care.
What patients don’t share with us hurts them.
33
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Who is this patient? How do they feel?
Says
”I am damaged.”
Thinks
“Bad things always
happen to me.”
Does
”Learning I have HIV
has destroyed me.”
What matters to
them?
Stanton AL, Revenson TA, Tennen H. Health psychology: psychological adjustment to
chronic disease. Annu Rev Psychol. 2007; 58: 565-92.
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Deep and Active Listening

WHAT ARE THE TAKE-A-WAYS?

36
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The Spirit of MI is Connect to One’s Ability
to Provide Patient-Centered Care
1. Provide care that aligns with the patients
values/concerns and offers treatments that match.
2. Demonstrate that we are listening and paying
attention to the person (inside) our patient.
3. Learn from our patients. We cannot assume we
know what is best for a patient until we learn who
they are: their strengths, challenges, support
systems, resources and access to care barriers.
4. Build treatment plans that focus on collaboration and
coordination of services across health, emotional and
social support services (e.g.: HIV and primary care,
food, housing, case management, behavioral health)
37

Support Inclusivity and Individuality

Image accessed on 10/18/21 at https://pixabay.com/photos/migration-integration-migrants-3129340

Sympathy

and

 Gosh that’s awful!
 Bless your heart!
 How awful for
you.

/
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Compassion

 I really feel your
sadness right now.
 I hear the distress in
your voice and am
concerned about
you.
39
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Empathy
Let me hold the door for you.
I may have never walked
A mile in your shoes.
But I can see that
Your soles are worn
Under the weight of a story
I have never lived before.
So let me hold the door for
you.
After all, you’ve walked
through,
It’s the least I can do.
-Morgan Harper Nichols
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Acknowledge and
Prevent Re-traumatization
NORMAL RESPONSES to
ABNORMAL SITUATIONS

http://www.ncdsv.org/images/ODVN_Trauma-and-You_May-2013.pdf
and www.pixabay.coronavirus-4991979_1920.jpg
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Prevalence of Trauma in Persons with HIV
1. MSM living with HIV in the South were more
than twice as likely to have experienced
interpersonal violence than heterosexual
peers
2. 61% of women living in the US with HIV
have been sexually abused (5 times
greater than the national rate)

Breezing et al. The syndemic illness of HIV and trauma: implications for a trauma-informed model of care,Psychosomatics.56(2):
107-118; Mugavero et al, (2007) Childhood abuse and initial presentation for HIV care: an opportunity for early intervention.
AIDS Care; 19(9): 1083-87; Machtinger, et al. AIDS and Behavior. 2012;16(8):2091–2100); Becerra-Culqui, T. et al.(2018).Mental
health of transgender and nonconforming youth compared with their Peers, Pediatrics.

42
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Universal Trauma- Informed Approach to
Care is Part of the MI Spirit
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration (SAMHSA) established the 4 R’s of trauma
informed care for organizations and healthcare workers:
1. Realize the impact of trauma
2. Recognize the signs and symptoms of trauma
3. Respond by integrating the principles and knowledge of
trauma policies, procedures and practices
4. Resist re-traumatizing individuals
NASTAD (2018) Trauma Informed Approaches Toolkit
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How to Create the Spirit of Motivational Interviewing
 Show patients courtesy and respect by using preferred names
and pronouns
 Ask open-ended questions to learn about patient values and
cultural practices
 “Be curious, not judgmental” (Walt Whitman)
 Tolerate the stress of uncertainty and confusion and learn to “dig
in” or search: What is important to the person? What
upsets/pleases the person? What does the person think they need
now?
 Use your relational intelligence: discover how you can create
more together in a partnership with patients
44

 Video
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MI Spirit Practice Domains
Cultural
Humility

Collaboration

Acceptance

Evocation

Partnership

Inclusive
Language

Active
Listening

Trust, Safety
&
Confidentiality

Compassion

Motivational
Interviewing

Principles Based on Theory

TRANSTHEORETICAL MODEL OF
CHANGE

48
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Transtheoretical Model of Change
Relapse

Maintenance

Browsing and
Contemplation

Action

Precontemplation

⏎ Not
Shopping

Not
Browsing
Not “Buying”

Preparation
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Listening for Ambivalence and
Change Talk is at the Heart of MI

 Contemplation Stage
 Feeling two ways
about something
 Opportunity for
change

50

Ambivalence

Status
Quo

Behavior
Change

51
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Recognizing
Sustained Talk
“ I’m not doing that.”
“I don’t have that problem.”
“I’m going to do what I want.”
“I have plenty of time. Maybe
down the road.”
“No way! I can’t do it right now.”

Recognizing
Change Talk

Signs that a
Person is Ready
to Make a Health
Behavior
Change

 Desire: “I want to…”
 Ability: “I can…”
 Reason: “It’s important….”
 Need:
“If…then….”
 Commitment: “I will…”
 Activation: “I am ready …..”
 Taking steps: “I am doing it
now..”

DARN CAT

D- Desire
A- Ability
R- Reason
N- Need
C- Commitment
A- Activation
T- Taking steps
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Integrating Stages of Change and MI
CONCEPT

DEFINITION

PRE-CONTEMPLATION

Unaware of the problem, hasn’t thought about change

CONTEMPLATION

Thinking about change, in the near future (usually w/in
the next 6 months)

PREPARATION

Making a plan to change , setting gradual goals (w/ithin1
month)

Specific change to a health behavior has been made
w/in past 6 months

ACTION

MAINTENANCE

Continuation of desirable actions, or repeating periodic
recommended steps

RELAPSE

PART OF THE PROCESS; Prevention and more Prevention!

MI Strategies
Engagement skills, develop trust, assertive outreach, accept
client where they are at, provide concrete care; increase
willingness to consider change

Instill hope, positive reinforcement for harm reduction, discuss
consequences, raise ambivalence, motivational interviewing;
increase willingness to change and sense of ability to
change

Assist in developing concrete action, problem solve w/
obstacles, build skills, encourage small steps, tx planning;
increase sense of ability to change and readiness to
change
Combat feelings of loss and emphasize long term benefits,
enhance coping skills, teach how to use self help, tx. Planning,
develop healthy living skills; help to initiate changes and
work through the change process

Assist in coping, reminders, finding alternatives, relapse
prevention
Determine the triggers and plan for future prevention

Chat Recap
MI-Libs Activity

Proper noun

“ing” verb
56

Recap
MI-Libs Activity

MI is about __________’s motivation to start
____________.

57
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Oral Health: Traditional Versus MI

Uses open-ended questions
Gets permission
Gives affirmations
Makes reflections
Elicits and responds to change talk

Gives prescriptive recommendations
Give directive advice
Gives information

Opposed to Change

Toward Change

Reference and images accessed on 10/18/21 at https://www.dentalcare.com/en-us/professional-education/cecourses/ce381/ask-permission
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Four Principles of MI
• Express

• Support

• Develop

Empathy

Discrepancy

Self-efficacy

Sustained
Talk

• Sway
with

 Video
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61

62

Motivational
Interviewing
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OARS: Core Communication Skills
 Open-ended
questions
 Affirmations
 Reflections
 Summaries

Openended
Questions

Summaries

Affirmations

Reflections
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Communication Strategies
Open-ended Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How are you doing?
How are you taking your
medications?
What is the most important
issue you want to talk about
today?
What benefits are you hoping
to get from the herbal remedy
you are using?
What else would you like to
discuss today?

Closed-ended Questions
1. Did you write your name on
the sign in sheet?
2. Are you feeling okay?
3. Did you take all your
medications?
4. Do you have any
questions?
5. Did you make your eligibility
appointment?

65

Five Open-Ended Questions to Ask
1. In the patient’s own words, how are they making sense of
their health/illness? What does it mean to them?
2. What do they think of the treatment plan or options?
3. What worries them most about their health if they make no
changes in the future?
4. What is their understanding of what will happen if they do
nothing (which is always a choice).
5. If they are committed to making a change in behavior what
do they think will help them keep on track or get in the way
of engaging in a prevention behavior?
66
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Use Open-ended Questions and Actively
Listen to the “Expert” Patient
 “What is your biggest fear or worry
right now?”
 “What matters most to you?”
 “How can I help?”
 Tell me your concerns about
____.”
 “I’ve said quite a bit, what
questions or concerns do you
have for me right now?”
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Ask and…....

Active
Listening

#1 What does it
mean to listen
actively?

#2 Why is it very
important to
listen actively to
peoples’
feelings?
68

MI Definition of Listening
Focusing all of one’s purpose, attention,
and energy on understanding what the
SPEAKER’S message means to the
SPEAKER
Focus on what the SPEAKER is
experiencing right now as well as
hearing what the SPEAKER is NOT
saying
69
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Use MI
to Build
Momentum

What did you do differently this past month related to
taking your HIV medication?

Source:
http://media.renalandurologynews.com/images/2015/07/21/cultureprocessesdatamotivat_80528
7.jpg accessed on 5/27/2019

MI is About the Power of Two
 The average patient is interrupted
by their healthcare professional
every 17-18 seconds.
 Healthcare team members are
experts in health and wellness. We
often want to solve and fix problems
for patients, especially when we see
them suffering.
 MI is about allowing patients to
navigate their own solutions and
health journeys through collaboration
with HIV team members,
empowerment and internal
motivation to effect health behavior
changes that support wellness.
 The power of two experts.
Burns, RA (1985, May) Information Impact and Factors Affecting Recall. Accessed on
12.6.2017 at https://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED258639. AHA Publication 2015
https://www.hhnmag.com/articles/3451-improving-physicians-communication-skills
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What are Affirmations?

72
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Affirmations
Purpose: Build feelings of self-efficacy and empowerment
Key :







Must be authentic and genuine; affirm the person’s efforts
and/or skills

“Great job.”
“It takes courage to face such difficult problems.”
“This is hard work you are doing.”
“I’m really glad that you brought that up.”
“Even when things are tough you find ways to take care of
yourself and your family.”
73

The Significance of Nonverbal
Communication
 7% Verbal (conveyed in words)
 38% Vocal (intonation, pitch, speed, pauses)
 55% Nonverbal (body language)

Mehrabian, A. and Wiener, M. (1967). Decoding of inconsistent communications, Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, 6, 109-114
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Activity
Favorite Memory? 12 minutes
1.
2.

3.

4.

Groups of three. Introduce yourselves: First name and favorite toothpaste.
Choose the speaker and the listener. The listener asks. “Tell me one of
your favorite memories.” The speaker tells a 3-minute story about a happy
memory that they have from childhood or later if they choose.
The listener cannot speak; they listen actively. Once the speaker is
finished sharing their memory, the listener gives the speaker an affirmation
and the partners change roles with the new listener asking, “Tell me one of
your favorite memories.”
Once the second speaker has finished sharing their memory, the listener
gives the speaker an affirmation, and both partners return to the main
room for a group debrief.
75
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Active Listening Activity Debrief

WHAT WAS THE MOST
DIFFICULT PART OF LISTENING
IN THIS ACTIVITY?

HOW DID YOU COME UP WITH
AN AFFIRMATION FOR THE
SPEAKER?

76

Five Ways to Have a Better Conversation
1
Do not
multitask

2
Do not
interrupt
or assume

3
Ask
•Ask open-ended
questions to learn
•Invite the person to be
curious with you

4
Listen for
change
talk

5
Say So
•If you do not know, say so

77
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Reflections
 People feel
listened to,
understood,
and cared
about.
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Reflections
Simple
 Repeat- repeat an element of statement
 Rephrase- substitute synonyms or slightly
rephrase what speaker says
 Voice inflection goes “down”

Simple Reflection 1
Patient says:
I don’t want to be here.
Professional says:
You’re not sure you want to be here? OR
You’re not sure you want to be here. (WHICH ONE?)
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Simple Reflection 2
Provider:
How’s your week been?
Provider:
Tell me about it.

Patient:
Pretty good.
Patient:
Nothing much has been happening
really.
Just hanging out and seeing my
friends.
Well I guess there was the deal
between me and my dad. It wasn’t
much of a deal really. I just don’t get
him.

Provider:

So, it was no big deal,
but something did happen.
(paraphrase reflection)

Summarize
 Collect
 Reinforce- what has been said
 Link- bring together material discussed
 Strategize- selectively choose what you want
to summarize (the change talk)
 Organize- enhances the patient’s
understanding of the experience/visit
83
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MI: Am I Doing This Right?

www.centerfor ebp.case.edu

85
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MI Summary
MI is
 an evidenced-based, brief intervention that can be used
alone or as an adjunct to treatment
 a patient centered, goal oriented method of
coaching/counseling that targets ambivalence
 a counseling/coaching technique in which the patient is
responsible for change and the healthcare team
member facilitates the change talk
 a conversation about change in which the provider
elicits and “listens for” change talk and commitment
language from the patient
88

Group Summary 1 (Word Cloud)
Name one MI skill you have right now.
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Group Summary 2 (Word Cloud)
Name one MI skill you want to strengthen over the next
month or so.

90
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Group Summary 3 (Scale)
One a scale of 0 to 10 with 0
meaning not confident and
10 meaning very
confident,
how confident are you that
you will be able to practice
the skill you want to improve
in the next month?
91

Next Session (November 19, 2021)
 Review the core communication skills of reflections and
summaries.
 Apply the MI process to linkage and retention in HIV care
goals
 Practice using MI in HIV linkage and retention activities
and patient interactions.
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Speaker Contact Information
Debbie Cestaro-Seifer, MS, RN, NC-BC, CTP
Email: deborah.cestaro-seifer@medicine.ufl.edu
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